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Abstract: Mobile number portability means that a subscriber of one telecommunication operator is able to keep his telephone
number unchanged when switching to another operator. As one of the development trends of the international telecommunication
industry, number portability has been introduced in many countries around the world and has played an important role in
stimulating the competition and development of telecommunication market. This paper describes and analyzes mobile
number portability (MNP) techniques, parameter on which MNP depends and MNP decision using fuzzy logic.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Number Portability refers to the ability of end users to retain
their telephone number when they change their network
operator/service provider, their location, or their service [1].
If the subscribers are not satisfied with the services of their
service provider, they can change their service provider while
retaining the existing phone number. This infuses competition
among service providers and forces them to improve their
service standards to satisfy subscribers. There are three
number portability services Operator portability, Location
portability, Service portability.

Operator Portability: It refers to the ability of an end
user to retain the same telephone number when changing
from one operator to another. It is also referred to as ‘service
provider number portability’ [1].

Location Portability:  It refers to the ability of an end
user to retain the same telephone number when changing
from one physical location to another without necessarily
changing their operator [1].

Service Portability:  It refers to the ability of an end
user to retain the same telephone number when changing
from one type ofservice to another withoutnecessarily changing
their operator [1] (e.g. from old telephone service to ISDN).

2. MNP TECHNOLOGIES

A significant technical aspect of MNP is related to the routing
of calls or mobile messages (SMS, MMS) to a number once
it has been ported. There are four main techniques to route a
number whose operator has changed.

• All Call Query (ACQ)
• Query on Release (QoR)
• Call Dropback
• Onward Call Routing

2.1 All Call Query (ACQ)

International best practice is via the use of a central database
(CDB) of ported numbers. Network operators generally hold
local copies of CDB and query it to find out which network
to send a call to as shown in Fig.1. This is highly efficient
and scalable. All call query method is most efficient when
the ported subscribers are a lot [2].

Fig. 1: All call Query

Fig. 2: Query on release
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2.2 Query on Release (QoR)

As shown in Fig.2 originating network routes the call to
Donor Network. The Donor Network releases call in case of
ported subscriber and informs that it no longer possesses
the number. The operator that originates the call then checks
the centralized database as is done with ACQ. The call is
routed to New Service Provider. It is very efficient when the
ported subscribers are small [2].

2.3 Call Dropback

Also known as Return to Pivot (RoP). The operator that
originates the call first checks with the donor operator [3].
The donor operator checks its own database and provides a
new route. The operator that originates the call then uses
this route to forward the call. No central database is consulted.
The whole call flow procedure for call dropback is shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 3: Call Drop Back

2.4 Onward Routing  (OR)

The operator that originates the call checks with the donor
operator [3]. The donor operator checks its own database
and obtains a new route. The operator to which the number
was designated routes itself the call to the new operator.
This model is called indirect routing as shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4: Onward Routing

3. PARAMETERTHATAFFECTTHE MOBILE
NUMBER PORTABILITY

Most of the customer switch their operator because of network
coverage of the operator, customer care services, tariff plans
etc. The parameters due to customer switch their operators
are:

(a) Billing

(b) Auto-Roaming

(c) IDD Services

(d) Convenience of bundled services

(e) 3G Services

(f) Better offers/promotion

(g) Better customer care services

(h) Network coverage

(i) Tariff plan

3.1 Tariff Plan

It is regarding ultra-competitive tariff rates. Each telecom
operator was trying to pip other in terms of introducing 1
second plan to ½ second plan and even fraction-of-a-second
plan. Needless to say, tariff plans offered by your current
mobile operator should be comparable to the ones prevailing
in the market, if not lower. The days of monopoly in the
wireless segment are way behind us. Make every rupee count.
However, if the difference in tariff structure is negligible,
better stick with enhanced value-added service being
provided by your operator. I

3.2 Network Coverage

This reminds me of the innovative Hutch Dog ad campaign
which just follows you everywhere. So, network coverage
should certainly be on your top priority list to determine your
decision as to whether you should stick with your current
operator or not. At times, it could be possible that the network
of a particular telecom operator X is just fine. But, since your
office or home is situated in interior corner of the building,
the coverage cannot reach you. In such a case, you are left
with no other option but to bid good-bye to your current
service provider irrespective of its service quality. However,
before you ditch your current mobile operator; do ensure
that airwaves of the service provider with whom you're
looking to convert into does reach you.

4. MNP DECISION USING FUZZY LOGIC

 In actual there are many parameters to switch their operator
but practically tariff plan, customer care services and network
coverage parameters are more important  for a customer to
switch their operator. Now we are taking two parameters
tariff plan and network coverage for MNP decision using
Fuzzy Logic.

On the basis of these two parameter  we are deciding
MNP is to be done or not. Here tariff plan and network
coverage are input parameter and MNP is output parameter.
Input parameter  tariff plan gives the information of call rate
per paisa. In this we are taking tariff plan from minimum 10
paisa per call to maximum 120 paisa per call. The whole range
is distributed in three levels cheap, affordable and expensive.
The membership function of tariff plan is as shown in Fig. 5.
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Other input parameter is network coverage that gives
the information of network coverage at the boundary of cell
and taking signal strength from minimum –110 db to maximum
–40 db. The whole range is distributed in three levels poor,
average, strong. The membership function of network
coverage is as shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 5: Membership Function of Tariff Plan

Fig. 6:  Membership Function of Network Coverage

The output parameter MNP gives information of
decision. In this we are taking MNP range from minimum 0 to
maximum 1. The whole range is distributed in five levels
very_low, low, medium, high, very_high. The membership
function for output parameter of MNP is shown in Fig.7.

Fig. 7: Membership Function of MNP

Now we are correlating input parameters with output
parameter by using If-Then rule. In the Rule Block Fig. 8.
nine rules are defined.

IF THEN

tariffplan networkcoverage mnp

cheap poor medium

cheap average low

cheap strong very_low

affordable poor high

affordable average medium

affordable strong low

expensive poor very_high

expensive average high

expensive strong medium

Fig. 8: Rule Block

5. RESULTSAND CONCLUSION

We have used software fuzzy TECH Version 5.7.1.7 launched
by company INFORM Gmbh. A sample is taken when network
coverage of signal strength –75 db and tariff plan  is 65 paisa
per call then MNP will be 0.5270  Fig. 9.

Fig. 9:  Interactive Debug

The 3D graph showing both input parameters and output
parameter is shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10: 3D Graph
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In this paper we have considered two input parameters
and got the graphs showing the required probability of MNP.
By using 3D graph we can find out MNP for various input
values

6. FUTURE SCOPE

This system can be further improved by considering many
more parameters which are responsible for MNP. These
parameters are signal strength, billing, IDD services etc.
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